CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION CHECKLIST (CEC)
Wisconsin Department of Transportation (Revised November 2020)

WisDOT Design and Construction
IDs:
Label all IDs as design,
construction, etc., in parentheses
after the ID number.
Project Name:

Federal Project IDs (if
available):

Legal Description (Township, Range,
Section):

County and Town and/or
Municipality:

Project NEPA/WEPA Termini or Location:

Is any part of a 23 CFR 667, Facilities Repeatedly Requiring Repair and Reconstruction (F4R), site within the Project Termini:
Yes
(https://wisconsindot.gov/Pages/doing-bus/local-gov/astnce-pgms/highway/f4r.aspx)
If “Yes” is checked, the project’s alternative analysis must comply with the blue guidance language that follows question III.
Name of Route or Facility to be Improved:
Facility Functional
Project Classification (PMM 5-10-05):
Classification:
Estimated Project Cost in Year of Expenditure $ (include design,
construction, real estate, utility, etc.):

No

Funding Source(s) (check all that apply):

State
Federal
Local
23 CFR 771.117(c) or (d) Project Type Number and Text:
Only one CE type should be listed. It’s recommended that document preparers check in with the REC or BTS-EPDS to determine appropriate CE
classification.
Section 4(f)
No Section 4(f)
Exception to Section 4(f)
De Minimis Section 4(f)
Programmatic Section 4(f)
Individual Section
4(f) Evaluation
Right of Way Acquisition:
Yes, complete boxes below
No right of way acquisitions
Total Acres
Fee Simple Acres
Permanent Easement
Temporary Easement
Highway Easement
Acres
Acres
Acres
Number of Buildings Acquired:
None
Vacant Buildings
Occupied Buildings
Name of Individual/ Firm Preparing this Form
Environmental Process Start Date:
When trying to determine the most logical point on which to base the environmental
process start date (what begins the NEPA process), the tribal notification is a
reasonable date to use. The start date cannot be the same date the document was
signed, resulting in a calculation of zero days to finish the CEC. There can be start,
stop, and restart dates for a project depending on events during the environmental
documentation process. If a new tribal notification letter is sent, the start date should
be updated.

WisDOT Region Environmental Coordinator (REC) or
Central Office BTS-EPDS Staff:
I certify that I meet the requirements for staff who review
and recommend approval of Categorical Exclusion (CE)
actions, specified in the FHWA – WisDOT CE Programmatic
Agreement (CE-PA). I further certify that I have reviewed this
document and agree with the determination that the
proposed project and resultant impacts meet the definition
of a CE as described in 23 CFR 771.117(a) & (b) and will not
result in significant environmental impacts. I recommend
this CE for approval.

WisDOT Region or Central Office Project Manager or BTS-EPDS
Staff Member:
I certify that I am familiar with this proposed project and its
impacts and that the information contained in this document
is accurate and can be relied upon for documentation
decisions. I further certify that the mitigation measures and
commitments proposed herein will be incorporated into the
project plans and contract documents. If this CE is a type
delegated to WisDOT for approval under the CE-PA, I approve
this CE. If this CE is a type retained for approval by FHWA, I
recommend this CE for approval.

(Signature)

(Signature)

If the project would result in a use of a Section 4(f) resource, BTSEPDS reviews the Section 4(f) documents and the unsigned CEC prior
to sending to FHWA for Section 4(f) determination approval. The CEC
can be signed only after FHWA reviews and approves the Section 4(f)
determination.
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(Print Name and Affiliation)

(Print Name and Affiliation)

(Date)

(Date)

FHWA Approval
This CEC has been prepared for a CE listed in 23 CFR 771.117(d) that has not been delegated to WisDOT for approval by
FHWA through the CE-PA, Section VI. B. 1. WisDOT has consulted with FHWA per CE-PA Section VII. A. 3 and determined a
CEC is acceptable documentation for the proposed action. FHWA must review and approve this CEC prior to WisDOT
proceeding with final design, acquisition of right of way or construction. FHWA approves this CE.
(Signature)

(Date)

This template may be used for National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) documentation and/or Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act
(WEPA) CE documentation.
A determination that this project satisfies the criteria for an FHWA Categorical Exclusion (CE) does not relieve the applicant of the
requirement to comply with other laws and regulations including, but not limited to, Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, Section 7 of
the Endangered Species Act, Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, and Section 4(f) of the US Department of
Transportation Act. Coordination to comply with these other laws may require FHWA involvement. Furthermore, designation of
this project as a (c)-listed CE does not relieve the requirement for WisDOT to coordinate with WDNR under the Cooperative
Agreement. Any correspondence or documentation used to comply with Federal, State, or Local laws or regulations should be
maintained in the project file and provided with this checklist upon request.

I. Fiscal Constraint

For federally-funded actions, indicate whether the project is included in the most recent version of the WisDOT Statewide
Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) or included in a STIP amendment. One of the boxes must be checked.

The STIP is a four-year program of highway and transit projects for the state of Wisconsin. Revised every year, the program is a compilation of all
highway (state and local) and transit (capital or operating) projects in the urban and rural areas. The STIP adopts by reference the Transportation
Improvement Programs (TIP) prepared by the state’s 14 metropolitan planning organizations. The STIP is approved by the FHWA and the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA). The STIP is published on the WisDOT website (See Below). If the project is not listed in a STIP it cannot be completed
with any FHWA or FTA funding.
https://wisconsindot.gov/Pages/doing-bus/local-gov/astnce-pgms/highway/stip.aspx
The proposed action is not federally funded, a CEC may be completed under WEPA if it meets all other criteria.
The proposed action is federally funded and included in the most recent version of the STIP or included in a STIP amendment. Indicate
the name of the STIP or STIP amendment, the portion of the proposed project funded and the page number on which the project can be
found:

II. Proposed (c)-list Categorical Exclusion 26, 27 or 28

Projects proposed for approval as (c)(26), (c)(27), or (c)(28) actions must not include any of the conditions specified in 23 CFR
771.117(e). Check all boxes that apply to the proposed project. If any boxes are checked, the project cannot be documented with
(c)(26), (c)(27), or (c)(28) and FHWA approval is required. Consult REC and/or BTS-EPDS to determine appropriate environmental
document type. If project is being processed as any other CE category skip to question III.
23 CFR 771.117(e) Actions described in (c)(26), (c)(27), and (c)(28) of this section may not be processed as CEC under paragraph (c) if
they involve:
An acquisition of more than a minor amount of right of way or that would result in any residential or non-residential
displacements
*In Wisconsin, a minor amount of right of way is defined as fee or PLE acquisition ≤ 1 acre/ mile on average for (c)(26) actions
and ≤ 0.5 acre total for (c)(27)&(28) actions.
An action that needs a bridge permit from the US Coast Guard
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An action that does not meet the terms and conditions of a US Army Corps of Engineers nationwide or general permit under
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and/or section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899
A finding of “adverse effect” to historic properties under the National Historic Preservation Act
The use of a resource protected under 23 USC 138 or 49 USC 303 (Section 4(f)) except for actions resulting in de minimis impacts
*If a project includes a Section 4(f) de minimis determination or programmatic evaluation, the Section 4(f) documentation must
be submitted to FHWA for review and approval before final approval of this CE
A finding of “may affect, likely to adversely affect” state or federal threatened or endangered species or critical habitat
Construction of temporary access, or the closure of existing road, bridge, or ramps, that would result in major traffic disruptions
*In Wisconsin, projects resulting in major traffic disruptions are those that require a Transportation Management Plan Type 3, as
defined in FDM 11-50-5.
Changes in access control
*Existing access may be modified as long as access is maintained in a similar fashion as it existed prior the project being
implemented. Creation of new access for the purposes of new development, removal of existing access without replacement or
existing appropriate alternate access being available, or substantial changes that would modify existing circulation patterns on
the parcel would disqualify the project.
A floodplain encroachment other than functionally dependent uses (e.g., bridges, wetlands) or actions that facilitate open space
use (e.g., recreation trails, bicycle and pedestrian paths); construction activities in, across or adjacent to a river component
designated or proposed for inclusion in the National System of Wild and Scenic Rivers

III. Description of Purpose and Need, Alternatives Considered and Preferred Alternative

Provide the project purpose and need, alternatives considered (as needed) and a concise project description below, including the
scope of work. Attach a project location map and other appropriate exhibits that are referred to in this document. The description
must be consistent with the CE listed on the cover page. The project purpose and need or project description should include a brief
explanation of the project’s NEPA/WEPA logical termini in relation to the project scope, and purpose and need:

Purpose:

The purpose and need should never be solution based. The purpose and need should not be the preferred alternative itself. If a discussion of
alternatives is included, it should be brief. At a minimum, no-build and build alternatives should be included, if others have been analyzed include
them as well.

Need:
Alternatives:
A description of alternatives considered should be included here. In a CEC, the discussion of alternatives may be limited to a discussion of a nobuild alternative and a single preferred alternative.
If more than one alternative was considered during scoping or the project development process and was ultimately eliminated, briefly discuss the
alternative(s) considered as well as the preferred alternative and the no-build.
If the project termini include a 23 CFR 667, Facilities Repeatedly Requiring Repair and Reconstruction (F4R) site, a F4R site review and Conforming
Evaluation is required for the project regardless of Department funding type. The review is constrained within the identified limits of the project.
The review process and documentation will be different depending on whether the project is funded and scheduled under State Highway
Rehabilitation (SHR), the Majors Program, or Local Program and other uniquely-funded projects (see FDM 3-22-5.2).
If the 23 CRF 667 Resiliency Scope Certification was completed as part of the Department’s Scope Certification process as identified in FDM 3-2210, a summary of the alternatives considered in the Conforming Evaluation and results of the alternatives analysis should be described as part of
the alternatives discussion in this document.
If the 23 CFR 667 Resilience Scope Certification was not completed as part of the Department’s Scope Certification process as identified in FDM 322-10, in addition to alternatives being developed to address the purpose and need of the project, alternatives must also be analyzed that could
either eliminate or substantially mitigate a repeat of previous damage, or substantially reduce the level of effort necessary to recover from that
damage should it recur in the same manner that a Conforming Evaluation would be completed in FDM 3-22-10. A summary of the results of the
evaluation should be discussed here.
If a detour is necessary, clearly state the detour plans. For additional help with purpose and need, project description, and logical termini consult
the REC and see the WisDOT blue language for the ER and EA Template at http://wisconsindot.gov/Pages/doing-bus/eng-consultants/cnsltrsrces/environment/formsandtools.aspx
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The description of the preferred alternative for a CEC must be concise. All environmental documents must include a project location map. Include
existing and proposed typical sections only if appropriate. Refer to the WisDOT guidance on appropriate environmental document attachments
(http://wisconsindot.gov/Documents/doing-bus/eng-consultants/cnslt-rsrces/environment/AppropAttachAppend.pdf). List attachments
sequentially under XI of this document.

IV. Project is a Complete FHWA Action

Check all boxes that apply to the proposed project. To process your project with this checklist, you must be able to check either
boxes 1-3 or the last box. If you are unable to check either boxes 1-3 or the last box in this section, you cannot complete this
document and must reassess the project scope to meet the criteria. Proposed projects being developed under WEPA must also meet
these criteria.
23 CFR 771.111(f) To ensure meaningful evaluation of alternatives and to avoid commitments to transportation improvements
before they are fully evaluated, the action evaluated shall:
(1) Connect logical termini and be of sufficient length to address environmental matters on a broad scope

(2) Have independent utility or independent significance, i.e., be usable and be a reasonable expenditure even if no additional
transportation improvements in the area are made
(3) Not restrict consideration of alternatives for other reasonably foreseeable transportation improvements
Project is not an action resulting in construction and does not require compliance with (1-3) above

V. Categorical Exclusion Definition

Check all boxes that apply to the proposed project. If you are unable to check a box in this section, you cannot use any CE
documentation, prepare an EA or EIS. Proposed projects being developed under WEPA must also meet these criteria. 23 CFR
771.117(a) Categorical exclusions (CEs) are actions which, based on experience with similar actions, do not involve significant
environmental impacts. They are actions which:
Do not induce significant impacts to planned growth or land use for the area
Do not require the relocation of significant numbers of people
Do not have a significant impact on any natural, cultural, recreational, historic or other resource

Do not involve significant air, noise, or water quality impacts
Do not have significant impacts on travel patterns
Do not otherwise, either individually or cumulatively, have any significant environmental impacts

VI. Unusual Circumstances

Check all boxes that apply to the proposed project. If any boxes in this section are checked, consultation with the REC, BTS-EPDS and
FHWA is required prior to making a final CE determination.
23 CFR 771.117(b) Any action which normally would be classified as a CE but could involve unusual circumstances may require the
FHWA, in cooperation with the applicant, to conduct additional environmental studies to determine if the CE classification is proper.
In addition; if the project includes auxiliary lanes and/or capacity expansion WisDOT must consult with FHWA to determine whether
a CEC is appropriate. Proposed projects being developed under WEPA must also meet these criteria.
Such unusual circumstances include:
Significant environmental impacts
Substantial controversy on environmental grounds

Significant impact on properties protected by Section 4(f) of the DOT Act or Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (not
required for WEPA document, consult with REC or EPDS for requirements)
Inconsistencies with any Federal, State, or local law, requirement or administrative determination relating to the environmental
aspects of the action
Project includes auxiliary lanes or capacity expansion

Describe any coordination with the REC, BTS-EPDS and FHWA related to any unusual circumstances, including auxiliary lanes or
capacity expansion:

VII. Tribal Lands

For projects, regardless of project type, located partially or entirely on Tribal lands in trust, allotted, or reservation status, WisDOT
Region staff shall consult with WisDOT EPDS staff prior to preparing CEC documentation. In certain cases, the involvement of Tribal
land may warrant preparing higher level environmental documentation (e.g. ER instead of CEC). Prior to approval, the document
preparer will send the CEC to the WisDOT BTS-EPDS liaison for review so BTS-EPDS can ensure adequate Tribal consultation by
WisDOT and engage FHWA in consultation when necessary.
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Describe any Tribal coordination (enter “N/A” if project is not on tribal lands):

VIII. Agency/Local Unit of Government Coordination and Public Involvement

Provide a brief description of coordination conducted with agencies and local unit(s) of government. Describe any unresolved issues
and how they will be resolved. Attach evidence of agency and local unit of government coordination as applicable:
For guidance on agency coordination, see FDM 5: Agency Coordination https://wisconsindot.gov/rdwy/fdm/fd-05-00toc.pdf and/or discuss with
your REC.

Provide a brief discussion of public involvement efforts. Describe any concerns expressed, how those concerns were resolved and
how any unresolved concerns will be resolved:
For guidance on public involvement, see FDM 6: Public Involvement https://wisconsindot.gov/rdwy/fdm/fd-06-00toc.pdf WisDOT policy is that
every project prepares a public involvement plan, but the public involvement plan should be right sized based on the scope and characteristics of
the project.

IX. Air Quality

Projects must be consistent with the State Implementation Plan (SIP) for air quality. Projects in air quality nonattainment and
maintenance areas must be demonstrated to conform to the SIP. Check the appropriate box and proceed accordingly.

The project is in an area designated as attainment for all transportation-related criteria air pollutants. The project is not subject to
transportation conformity requirements. No further analysis is required.
The project is in an area designated as nonattainment or maintenance for one or more transportation-related criteria air pollutants.
Proceed with the following analyses for regional and project level transportation conformity.

Regional Conformity
Regional conformity is required for projects in counties designated as nonattainment or maintenance for ozone or PM2.5. If the
project occurs in a nonattainment/maintenance county or area, check the appropriate box and include appropriate documentation
in the appendix (if needed).
The project is exempt from conformity per 40 CFR 93.126 or is a traffic signal synchronization project under 40 CFR 93.128. No further
analysis is needed.
The project is exempt from regional emissions analysis requirements per 40 CFR 93.127.
The project is located within a Metropolitan Planning Area and included in the current approved Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO) Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). The RTP and TIP were determined to
conform by FHWA and FTA. Provide the MPO name, RTP name, TIP name and TIP number. The MPO name, RTP name, TIP name and
TIP number should be provided in the box below and must be included if this box is checked:
The project is located outside of a Metropolitan Planning Organization’s Metropolitan Planning Area and has received a conformity
determination by FHWA per the rural conformity section of the WisDOT/WDNR Memorandum of Agreement. Provide conformity
finding dates:
The project is non-conforming – project is ineligible for CEC.

Project Level Conformity
Projects in fine particulate matter (PM2.5) nonattainment and maintenance areas are also subject to PM2.5 project hot spot conformity
requirements. A PM2.5 hot spot analysis is required to support a project level conformity determination for projects of local air quality concern. A
determination of local air quality concern is made by the Wisconsin Transportation Conformity Working Group (WTCWG).
The project is not located in a PM2.5 nonattainment or maintenance area. No further analysis is required.
The project is exempt from conformity per 40 CFR 93.126 or is a traffic signal synchronization project under 40 CFR 93.128. No further analysis is
needed.
The project has been screened in accordance with the WisDOT Project Level Conformity PM2.5 Screening Checklist and (check one of the following
as applicable):
Determined not to be a project of local air quality concern. Include the screening checklist in the appendix.
Referred to interagency consultation with the WTCWG resulting in a determination that the action is not a project of local air quality
concern. Include the project analysis and WTCWG determination in the appendix.
Referred to interagency consultation with the WTCWG resulting in a determination that the action is a project of local air quality
concern – project is ineligible for CEC.

X. Environmental Factors Matrix (check all that apply)

If the effects on the environmental factor can’t be adequately summarized in several sentences, the Factor Sheet for the
environmental factor must be included. If the Factor Sheet is completed include a brief summary.
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Business and Economic

Community

Aesthetics

Agriculture

Relocations

Indirect Impacts

Cumulative Impacts

Environmental Justice

Historic Properties

Burial Sites

Tribal

Factor Sheet
Attached

No Impacts
Identified

Beneficial Impact

Adverse Impact

Factors

For those Factors not present in the project area indicate not present.

Effects
If the impacts identified are long-term or cannot be clarified here, complete the
Factor Sheet. If impacts are temporary and only related to construction, you likely can
describe them here.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
If the impacts identified are long-term or cannot be clarified here, complete the
Factor Sheet. If impacts are temporary and only related to construction, you likely can
describe them here.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
Check with your REC before checking “benefit”. Minor changes and new
pavement are not considered a benefit. An adverse effect could occur if trees are
removed without a plan to replace them. Aesthetic treatments tied to mitigation for
other Factors should be discussed on those Factor Sheets.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
Acquisition of agricultural land is always considered adverse and the Factor Sheet
should be completed if more than 1 acre per owner is being impacted.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
Relocations are always considered adverse, complete the Factor Sheet if any
property is being relocated.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
Include a discussion of any indirect impacts that may result from the preferred
alternative. If indirect impacts may result, please coordinate with the REC and/or BTSEPDS liaison and/or indirect impact specialist.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
Include a discussion of any cumulative impacts that may result from the preferred
alternative. If cumulative impacts may result, please coordinate with the REC and/or
BTS-EPDS liaison and/or cumulative impact specialist.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
If an EJ group has been identified and there is a potential impact to them,
complete the Factor Sheet.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
Historic properties may include buildings, districts, traditional cultural places,
archaeological sites, among others. Documentation must identify if there will be
impacts. A Factor Sheet must be completed if any of the alternatives includes:
•
a §44.40 No Adverse Effects with commitments
•
a §44.40 Adverse Effects with mitigation
•
a Section 106 Determination of No Adverse Effects (DNAE) with commitments
•
a Section 106 Adverse Effects
•
a National Historic Landmark (NHL) in the project area
Please be sure to attach all agreement documents (Section 106 Form, Documentation
for No Adverse Effect or MOA).
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
Note here if a burial site is in the project area and if a permit to disturb will be
required.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
If there are impacts tied to projects on Tribal lands not covered by the Factor
Sheets, you can use the Other Factor Sheet to describe them. Impacts could include
spiritual or cultural impacts, impacts tied to food gathering or harvesting, sacred property
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Section 4(f)

Section 6(f) and other
Unique Funding

Wetlands

Surface Water Resources

Groundwater, Wells, and
Springs

Coastal Zones

restrictions, unique economic impacts, etc. Documentation must identify coordination
with tribe(s) and agreements reached . Any avoidance, minimization or compensation
measures agreed upon must be included in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
If Section 4(f) properties are within or adjacent to the project limits, contact your
REC immediately. A Section 4(f) property within or adjacent to the project should be
discussed in the document. The Factor Sheet may need to be completed even if there is
no property acquisition/purchase/use to document no Section 4(f) use will occur or can
be avoided.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
If Section 6(f) resources or other special funding properties may be within or
adjacent to the project limits, contact your REC immediately. Your initial DNR letter
should identify most properties that have received special funding sources in the project
area. Documentation must identify coordination and impacts. Any incorporation of
property of this type into a transportation facility is most likely adverse and will require
a Factor Sheet unless the agency with jurisdiction over the property does not consider it
adverse. In those cases, we may be incorporating some enhancements for the property
as well.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
A factor sheet is often required for projects with permanent wetland impacts,
impacts to rare or unique wetlands (refer to “Wetlands with special status” in WisDOT’s
Wetland Mitigation Banking Technical Guidelines), based on the USACE permit type, or if
the following information cannot be adequately described in this Matrix:
Characterize impacts, including the wetland type, general quality and approximate
acreage of impacts
Describe avoidance and minimization measures implemented to reduce impacts,
avoidance alternatives evaluated and compensatory mitigation plan.
Describe coordination with WDNR and USACE regarding potential wetland impacts
and permitting requirements. Include the anticipated permit type and additional
coordination needed.
Refer to the blue language on the Wetlands Factor Sheet for additional guidance related
to documentation and coordination requirements for wetland impacts. Talk to your REC
if you have questions about documenting wetland impacts.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
A factor sheet is required for projects with permanent surface water impacts,
impacts to rare or unique surface waters, or if the following information cannot be
adequately described in this Matrix:
Characterize impacts, including the surface water type, general quality and
approximate acreage of impacts
Describe avoidance and minimization measures implemented to reduce impacts,
avoidance alternatives evaluated and compensatory mitigation plan.
Describe coordination with WDNR and USACE regarding potential impacts and
permitting requirements. Include the anticipated permit type and additional
coordination needed.
Refer to the blue language on the Surface Water Factor Sheet for additional guidance
related to documentation and coordination requirements for wetland impacts.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
Do local units of government in the project area have groundwater plans,
programs or ordinances? If so, the factor sheet may need to be included to document
coordination and compatibility with existing plans. In addition, if there is potential for
impacts on groundwater, including dewatering, or if there are any springs or wells
(including groundwater monitoring wells from remediation projects) located in the
project area, this Factor Sheet may be needed, contact your REC for guidance.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
Only applicable to counties which have coastlines on the Great Lakes or counties
which are in the Great Lakes Watershed with tributaries to the Great Lakes. Identify
whether a special coastal area will be impacted by your project, as indicated in the
Coastal Zone Management Plan (CZMP). Describe any effects on the CZMP Special
Coastal Area and attach any coordination completed and indicate location.
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Floodplains

Unique Wildlife and
Habitat

Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
Most WisDOT projects on a floodplain require a floodplain analysis per FHWA
policy and State or Federal Regulations. The Floodplain Factor Sheet is required if a
Hydrology and Hydraulic Analysis is completed as part of that floodplain analysis.
If a Hydrology and Hydraulic Analysis is not required as part of that floodplain analysis,
explain why and describe why the project will have no probability of impacts to the
floodplain.
An explanation of no probability of impacts to the floodplain should also detail
coordination with the WisDOT Bureau of Structures Hydraulic Engineer and/or the
Statewide Drainage Engineers in the Bureau of Project Development Roadway Standards
Unit.
For additional guidance, see the blue language on the Floodplain Factor Sheet to learn
floodplain regulations, FHWA policy on significance of encroachments and coordination
requirements.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
If detailed analysis is required, include the detailed analysis as an appendix or
summarize the detailed analysis and incorporate it by reference. A Factor Sheet is
currently not available for Unique Wildlife and Habitat, but the Other Factor Sheet can
be used.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
Factor Sheet may be required if an alternative carried forward:
-

Threatened, Endangered
and Protected Resources

Air Quality

Construction Sound

Traffic Noise

May affect any listed species (federal or state), or federally-designated critical
habitat
Would result in adverse effects to any federally-listed or proposed species, or
federally-designated or proposed critical habitat. Note: This circumstance is
very rare.
Would impact bald and/or golden eagles, requiring a permit from FWS
Would impact migratory birds, requiring a permit from FWS. Note: We often
encounter migratory birds on bridge projects, but infrequently need to obtain
a permit from FWS (permit required on approximately 5-7 projects per year).
If the evaluation and effects, agency coordination, and avoidance,
minimization or mitigation measures related to threatened/endangered
species, migratory birds, and bald and golden eagles cannot be adequately
describe din this section of the Factors Matrix.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
Every document for a proposed project in a non-attainment or maintenance area
for Ozone or PM2.5 should include this Factor Sheet. Talk to your REC if you are unsure.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
Every document should include this Factor Sheet unless there are no receptors in
the project area.
If there are no receptors in the project area, use the following language: “No receptors
are in the project area. No impacts resulting from construction sound are anticipated.”
If there are receptors in the project area, use the following language: “Construction
sound impacts may occur. See Construction Sound Factor Sheet.”
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
Refer to FDM Chapter 23 to determine if the project is a Type I project.
If a detailed noise analysis was not required for this project, use the following language: “A
detailed noise analysis was not required for this project. No impacts are anticipated.”
If a detailed noise analysis was required for this project and no impacts were identified, use
the following language: “A detailed noise analysis was required for this project. No impacts
are identified. See attached Factor Sheet.”
If a detailed noise analysis was required for this project and impacts were identified, use the
following language: “A detailed noise analysis was required for this project. Some impacts
are anticipated. See attached Traffic Noise Factor Sheet.”
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
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Hazardous Substances,
Contamination and
Asbestos

Stormwater

Erosion and Sediment
Control

If the project falls under the list of potentially exempt projects in FDM 21-35-1.5, Check
No Impacts Identified.
If the department proposes to perform remediation of the right of way, or of an
acquired site, or abatement of an asbestos containing material, benefit can be checked.
Areas of hazardous substances or contamination to be avoided or remediated should be
marked on the plan, and the appropriate special provisions included in the
specifications. Any avoidance agreements, changes to continuing obligations, or
remediation or materials handling plans approved by DNR Bureau of Remediation and
Redevelopment must be included in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
If the proposed action has the potential to modify discharge(s) to the waters of
the state or the U.S. (Trans 401.04), a Factor Sheet needs to be completed if it cannot be
described here. If the project is within a drainage district discuss coordination here or on
the Factor Sheet.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.
If the project results in ground disturbance, there may be short term adverse
impacts. The Factor Sheet should be filled out when erosion control management
techniques beyond typical BMPs will be required because of unique topography, unique
resources or if the project is on tribal lands.
Any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures agreed upon must be included
in Question XII, Environmental Commitments.

OTHER FACTORS

XI. Supporting Documentation

List additional discussion, agency correspondence, or supporting documentation used in this CE determination that was not covered
in the previous questions or in an attached Factor Sheet. Projects with Section 4(f) de minimis determinations or programmatic
evaluations will require review by BTS-EPDS and review and approval by FHWA prior to the approval of this CE. Attach necessary
documentation to this checklist and maintain a copy in the project file:
Refer to the WisDOT guidance on appropriate environmental document attachments ((http://wisconsindot.gov/Documents/doingbus/eng-consultants/cnslt-rsrces/environment/AppropAttachAppend.pdf). List attachments in the order they are referred to in the
document and following the Factor Sheets.
Clearly number all attachments. Be sure attachments listed match what is attached.
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XII. Mitigation & Commitments

Identify and describe any avoidance, minimization or compensation measures (commitments) in detail. Be specific on what needs to
happen and specifically where on the project. Indicate when the commitment should be implemented and who in WisDOT is
responsible for fulfilling each commitment (Project Manager, Environmental Coordinator, etc.). Please note if the commitment will be
indicated on the final plan, recorded in the Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E), under special provisions in the final plan set, in
construction notes, or some other written format. Attach a copy of this completed matrix to the design study report and the PS&E
submittal package. Be sure to update it if further commitments are made after the Environmental Document is signed.
Environmental commitments are often quite specific or go beyond contractor requirements found in the WisDOT Standard
Specifications for Highway and Bridge Construction. It is the Department’s responsibility to ensure completion and documentation for
the project file.
Incorporate any special requirements or requests that have been agreed upon with local governments, tribes, or agencies such as
DNR, USACE, SHPO, THPO, EPA, and USFWS.
There may be commitments to change maintenance practices after the road project is completed involving coordination with local
highway/utilities or parties requesting permits to work in WisDOT right of way. If commitments are part of a state municipal
maintenance agreement (SMMA) please indicate as such.
Factor
Business and Economics
Community

Aesthetics

Agriculture
Relocations
Indirect Impacts

Cumulative Impacts
Environmental Justice

Historic Properties

Burial Sites

Commitment (If none, indicate N/A

Examples: Keeping the road open during construction or on certain holidays, maintaining access to
businesses, driveways, etc. Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all commitments here.
Examples: Provisions to ensure homes, school busses and emergency vehicles will be able to access
properties or opening the road during certain holidays. Acceptable access maintained during and after
construction to sidewalks, schools, etc. Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all commitments
here.
Examples: Landscaping, protection of existing trees and rock faces, colored or textured pavement,
form liners on bridges, street lighting, use of native plant species, invasive species management. Include
any other commitments made on the Aesthetics Factor Sheet. Enhancements should be discussed. Do not
refer to other documents. Summarize all commitments here.
Examples: Temporary bridges to accommodate horse-drawn vehicles. Replacement or removal of
cattle passes, access to field entrances, etc. Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all
commitments here.
Examples: Provisions to avoid impacting a residential property, relocation requirements, etc. Do
not refer to other documents. Summarize all commitments here.
Examples: Providing WisDOT technical planning support, assisting with the preparation or revision
of local and neighborhood plans, comprehensive plans, local zoning/subdivision ordinances and local
official maps. Also, application of various access management tools and strategies on the facility can be
included here. Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all commitments here.
Examples: Providing WisDOT technical planning support, developing a corridor plan, and assisting
other agencies in water quality studies. Certain project design considerations and other maintenance
issues can be included. Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all commitments here.
Examples: Provision of interpreters at future meetings, non-English newsletters/brochures,
temporary shuttle service provided during construction. Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all
commitments here.
Commitments made may be in the Screening List email notification or in PMP, on the Section 106
form, in the Determination of No Adverse Effect, or in the terms of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA).
Examples may include: photo-recordation, vibration monitoring, nomination to the National Register,
additional surveys or research, monitoring during construction, placement of temporary fencing,
construction staging restrictions, or public interpretation. Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all
commitments here.
Commitments made may be in the Screening List email notification or in PMP, on the Section 106
form, in the Determination of No Adverse Effect (DNAE), or in the terms of a Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA). Examples: A potential burial is in the project area (marked as sensitive resource on the plan),
placement of temporary fencing, burial authorization must be applied for through the Cultural Resource
Team (CRT) in BTS and the date it must be applied for. If a burial site authorization is applicable, refer to it
and discuss the agreed upon commitment(s). Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all
commitments here.
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Tribal Lands

Section 4(f)
Section 6(f) or Other Specially
Funded Lands
Wetlands

Surface Water Resources

Floodplains
Groundwater, Wells and Springs
Coastal Zones
Unique Wildlife and Habitat
Concerns
Threatened, Endangered and
Protected Resources
Air Quality

Construction Sound

Traffic Noise

Examples: Any commitments made to address tribal concerns such as invasive species
management, monitoring or allowing access of tribal members during or prior to construction. The
Section 106 MOA may have terms regarding the treatment of human remains discovered during
construction or the transport of borrow material from outside the reservation. Tribes may require
permits for construction, water quality, etc., or may have requirements if any work is off the right of way.
Note if the project is on or near the reservation or tribal lands. Be sure to consult with your Region Tribal
Liaison and REC on what constitutes Tribal lands. They include all lands within the exterior boundaries of a
reservation as well as lands owned by a tribe. Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all
commitments here.
Examples: Avoidance measures, amenities or improvements, design considerations and
maintaining access to facilities. If commitments are tied to the Section 106 process (historic properties),
note the requirements from the MOA as well. Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all
commitments here.
Examples: Avoidance measures, providing replacement land, amenities or improvements, design
considerations and maintaining access to facilities. Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all
commitments here.
Examples: Wetlands to be protected by silt fence, temporary fills will be removed, sites restored,
losses will be mitigated at a particular ratio, or site, invasive species management, construction
equipment cleaning. Also note if additional work needs to be done including ongoing coordination with
the DNR or USACE to obtain permits for the project. Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all
commitments here.
Examples: Time of year work restrictions, maintain navigational clearances and channels, bridge
removal will be done in a manner that will minimize debris falling into the stream and silt booms and
other erosion control measures will be used, invasive species management, turbidity barriers, controlling
construction operations, avoiding sensitive areas, restricting access in spawning areas, and sediment or
water sampling for dredging and return flow operations, construction equipment cleaning. Do not refer to
other documents. Summarize all commitments here.
Examples: Ongoing coordination with affected property owners or local floodplain zoning authority.
Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all commitments here.
Examples: Construction of spring boxes to protect springs, protection with silt fence, maintaining
spring hydrology, or controlling certain construction operations. Do not refer to other documents.
Summarize all commitments here.
Example: Commitments to maintain navigational clearances and channels. Do not refer to other
documents. Summarize all commitments here.
Examples: Fencing of high quality upland areas to protect from equipment, protection of trees with
snow fence, special seed mixes, mulching and prairie restoration, invasive species management. Do not
refer to other documents. Summarize all commitments here.
Examples: Turtle barriers, small animal passage, minimum distance from nests/habitat,
monitoring during construction, time restrictions on construction, swallow netting, surveys, species
relocation or transplanting, fencing of high quality areas or suitable habitat to protect from equipment. Do
not refer to other documents. Summarize all commitments here.
Examples: Limiting idle times of construction vehicles, alternative fuel use in construction vehicles.
Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all commitments here.
Always check for local ordinances and discuss here if applicable.
If the hours of operation will be different than those in the State of Wisconsin Standard Specifications for
Highway and Structure Construction and no other special construction sound mitigation measures apply,
include the following language:
“WisDOT Standard Specifications 107.8(6) and 108.7.1 will apply with the exception that the
hours of operation requiring the engineer's written approval for operations will change to
______ P.M. until ______ A.M."
If special construction sound mitigation measures are required other than a change in the hours of
operation, contact the REC and WisDOT Noise Engineer or specialist. Do not refer to other documents.
Summarize all commitments here.
If a detailed noise analysis was required for this project and no impacts were identified or there are
impacts and abatement is not feasible or reasonable, use the following language:
“None.”
If a detailed noise analysis was required for this project, impacts were identified, and abatement was found to
be feasible and reasonable, use the following language:
“Noise abatement has been determined to be feasible and reasonable. A separate public
involvement process will be initiated to determine whether the benefited owners and tenants
support noise barrier construction. If final design results in substantial changes in roadway design
from modeled conditions, noise abatement measures will be reviewed.”
If mitigation measures other than noise barriers are proposed, contact the REC and BTS-EPDS Noise Engineer
or specialist. Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all commitments here.
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Hazardous Substances,
Contamination and Asbestos
Stormwater
Erosion Control
Other:

Examples: Additional investigation to be completed, including recommendations from
investigations already conducted, and preparation of hazmat special provisions. Identify bridge structures
that have tested positive for asbestos by current bridge number. Do not include site owner names or
addresses. Do not refer to other documents. Summarize all commitments here.
Examples: Street sweeping, detention or retention ponds, catch basins, anything needed to reduce
TSS or other pollutants of concern, or NPDES permit areas or TMDLs. Do not refer to other documents.
Summarize all commitments here.
Examples: Reservation Land requirements, anything specifically agreed upon with other agencies
(DNR, USACE, Tribes). Special erosion control netting along waterways.
Example: Invasive species management not tied to another factor.

Other:
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